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Desert Audi Summer Blow-out: Enjoy Las Vegas, and Drive Home an Audi

If you are planning to visit Las Vegas this summer, this could be the best time to buy an Audi.

Las Vegas,NV (PRWEB) July 21, 2005 -- Desert Audi, a Leading Audi Dealer in Las Vegas today announced
Desert Audi Summer Blowout, an innovative Audi Promotion Campaign that allows buyers to enjoy Las Vegas
and drive home an Audi vehicle. Buyers of both new and pre-owned Audi vehicles qualify.

The Desert Audi Summer Blowout consists of four different offers for Audi buyers, depending on their
location. To know the exact package that you qualify for, just visit www.desertaudi.com and enter your zip
code.

Fly in, drive out -Audi buyers who live 150 or more miles away can fly in, enjoy a great weekend in Las Vegas
and drive-out in their newly bought Audi vehicles. Desert Audi will reimburse them for two nightsÂ� stay in
Las Vegas, plus two round trip airfares and two show tickets with a Maximum Valueof $800.

WeekendGetaway
Audi buyers who live within 149 to 95 miles can enjoy a nightÂ�s stay at a five-star resort in Las Vegas, and a
dinner for two at a five-star restaurant. Plus, there are two show tickets for a Las Vegas show, with a maximum
value of $800.

Las VegasDrive in
Audi buyers who live inside 94-40 miles can enjoy special offers from Desert Audi consistent with Â�fleet
pricingÂ� arrangements defined by the Costco pricing agreement.

Resident Contest
Audi buyers who live inside 39 miles or less can win a whopping $250 shopping credit at Desert AudiÂ�s
parts.

More details are available at www.desertaudi.com or (866) 313 0409.
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Contact Information
desert audi
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8663130409

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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